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long way. He says, "This is hardly a survey of the ·Peoples of India"; it is a personal story 
of my life in Udaipur and the people with whom I interact: There is, as he goes on to 
explain, great risk in indulging in nostalgia, ·when the very word 'nostalgia' is thought 
of as negative in the world of contemporary art.• Surely nostalgia in this context might 
not necessarily mean the same thing to an Indian as that to a Westerner who views 
India's past as an outsider. But empathy towards another's history will always remain 
just that - an effort to understand. There is equal pretence in assuming an identity 
which is not intrinsically your own. And that is what Waswo abstains from doing in 
spite of being closer to his reality- other than most who have never lived or worked in 
Rajasthan's towns and villages. 

"Viewing image after image makes a grand narrative that raises commonplace people to 
the level of characters in an intricate novel," says Waswo of his subjects, most of whom 
are known to him. Keeping aside the larger context of historical perspectives, what stirs 
the artist in him are the smaller details like expressions, reactions and body language, 
absorbed in passing. recalled and recreated in detail during the shoot. Working with a 
dying art form, hand painting. with locals and with the local environment, his oeuvre in 
that sense is really by the people, for the people. "Throughout my career I've been 
interested in the notion of slowing people down. I want the viewer to get our hyper
speed world out of their heads, the noise of politics and society, and just look; look 
deeply and without prejudice. I want the viewer to take the time to quietly absorb the 
beauty of people. The process that we use helps this." 

Sometimes it is also important to appreciate art for art's sake, to work backwards from 
the end through tl,e means where the destination cannot be deciphered without 
putting oneself through the journey. 

Photowallah is ongoing atTarq, Colaba in association with Tasveer until April 8 
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